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INTHODUCTION

The experiment reported here examined the effects of

three kinds of nonsense- syllable compounds on speed of re-

sponse, recall and learning. The compounds used were com-

posed of (a) two syllables previously associated with the

same response (convergent), (b) two syllables previously

associated with different responses (divergent), and (c) one

syllable previously associated with a particular response

during experimental training and one syllable which had not

been presented during such training (associated-nonassoci-

ated)

•

The stimulus environment of organisms, particularly of

the higher species, is highly complex. Pew, if any, of the

stimuli which are isolated for experimental purposes are

supposed to occur typically in such isolation. Instead,

they occur in compounds with other stimuli. When the ef-

fects of single stimuli are studied, it is with the expecta-

tion that such fractionated information can later be com-

bined into predictions concerning the effects of compounds.

The principles of compounding cannot be formulated by study-

ing unique aggregates of stimulus elements. Too many unique

aggregates are possible. For this reason, investigations of

compound stimuli must be designed to consider general types

of compounds, and the value of the investigations depends on

the generality of the types. The three types of compounds
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used in the present study appeared to have some generality

in the sense that substantially the same differences in the

effects of the three have been found over a wide variety of

tasks.

However, little is known about the effects of compound

stimuli on paired-associates learning. Paired-associates

learning is exemplified by such frequently encountered tasks

as associating a face with a name, or a price with a com-

mercial article, or a foreign word with its counterpart in a

native language. The present study employed a paired-associ-

ates technique in which nonsense-syllable stimuli were asso-

ciated with nonsense-syllable responses, i^espite the fact

that many practical paired-associates tasks require associ-

ating a single response with a compound stimulus, such as

associating a single word with its multi-word definition,

only Shepard rind Pogelsonger (1913) have investigated the

effects of compound stirauli on paired-associates learning.

Further information concerning the effects of this kind of

stimulus on this kind of learning seemed desirable.

Although the present problem was in the tradition of

studies of the effects of stimulus compounds, its most imme-

diate origin was investigations of the effects of verbal

context on word associations. Three research programs have

investigated these effects: those of Kowes and Osgood,

Jenkins and Cofer and Husgrave.

In 195^, Howes and Osgood reported a series of three
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experlraents using three-word contexts with test words which

had been selected from a word-association list. The three-

word contexts consisted of two kinds of words: strongly asso-

ciated— i.e., eliciting desired response words with high

probability; and neutral— i.e.
, eliciting desired response

words with near zero probability. They selected members of

the two classes of context words on the basis of ^'s judg-

ments of strength of association between words rather then

on the basis of erapirical norms and assumed that the

"neutral" words "had no appreciable effect upon the proba-

bility of the associative clusters," For example, they

judged that the words "sinister," "devil" and "evil" were

strongly associated with such response words as "night,"

"thief," and "dead." The stimulus word "eat," on the other

hand, was judged neutral in regard to these responses, as

were nonsense syllables and three-place numbers.

Among other results, their studies showed that in-

creasing the number of "strongly associated" context words

increased the frequency of the desired response words. Thus,

they demonstrated that presentation of context words closely

preceding test words could facilitate associative responses.

In a separate analysis of their data, they undertook to

provide empirical evidence that their "neutral" words were

in fact neutral. Their reasoning hinged on the proposition

that if the words did not facilitate, they must have been

neutral. This line of reasoning contained a logical error.
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Showing that the words did not facilitate, could lo^^ically

lead to the conclusion that they were neutral only if facili.

tation and neutrality were the only possibilities. In this

case, the words did not facilitate, but the possibility of

ini-ilbition or interference had been omitted. Their data,

showing a slight reversal from the direction predicted for

facilitation (which they accepted as proof of neutrality),

hints that these words of weak or non-existent association

with the responses had not a neutral but a negative effect.

However, because the single stimuli alone were not used, the

Howes and Osgood design did not include the condition neces-

sary to test the possibility of a negative effect.

Jenkins and Cofer (1957) compared adjective-noun com-

pounds, such as "loud woman," "swift eagle," "dark bread,"

"short memory," with their constituent nouns and adjectives

in terms of percentage of occurrence of the most popular

word-association responses and number of different responses

to each stimulus. The median percentage of occurrence of

the most popular responses to the compounds v/as smaller than

that for the single words, and the number of different re-

sponses was greater. The adjectives were all appropriate

modifiers and might, hence, have been expected to make the

associations more specific. Such a result would have been

reflected in a decrease in the number of different responses

and in an increase in the frequency of the most popular re-

sponses--in short, just the reverse of the obtained results.
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This study thus demonstrated that negative effects, in addi-

tion to the positive effects shown in the i.owes and Osgood

study, could be obtained by the addition of context words to

word-&ssociation sti^nuli.

Musgrave (1958), in a series of five experiments, fur-

ther investigated the effects of verbal compounds on word

associations. In one experiment, associative chains were

constructed in which each added word was the primary, i.e.,

the most popular response to the preceding word or words.

For instance, beginning with the single stimulus word

"hungry," its primary "food" was added to make the double

stiJiulus "hungry food"; and the primary to this double stim-

ulus, "eat," was then added to give the triple stimuluB

"hungry food eat." It was thought that with words chained

in this way, an opportunity would be provided for some sort

of "lines of thought" to develop, and thus for context to

increase frequency of the primary and to decrease the number

of different responses given to the singles, doubles and

triples. Instead, as the stimulus chains lengthened, fre-

quency of the primaries decreased and number of different

responses iucreased.

Other types of context were explored in subsequent ex-

periments. For example, when the stimulus list, itself, was

considered a context, it was found that presentirtg a list of

single words in a larger list otherwise composed of two-word

stimuli resulted in smaller frequencies for the primaries
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and greater numbers of different responses, than presenting

the same list of single words in a larger list otherwise com-

posed of one-word stimuli. Context words, with varying de-

grees of association with the primaries of test words, were

also employed, with context words which had not elicited

that primary from any of 100 Ss used for normative purposes,

frequencies of the primary as a response to the test word de-

creased. With context words which had elicited the desired

primary with a range of positive frequencies, frequencies of

the primary as a response to the test word decreased, re-

mained constant and increased. Thus, this series of experi-

ments demonstrated positive, negative and neutral effects of

context. Musgrave suggested that differences in the effects

could be explained in terms of degree of association of the

context words with the response words in question euid also

in terms of association with other, competing, responses.

However, one difficulty of such context studies has been

that context and test words of the compounds each elicit a

number of responses. Because the responses for a single

stimulus word can be arranged in rank-order of decreasing

frequencies, they are often referred to as response hier-

archies. So complex are the relationships both within and

between such hierarchies, it seemed desirable to reduce the

number and variety of responses involved by establishing

stimulus-response (S-H) associations in the laboratory, using

nonsense syllables and the paired-associates technique. The
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use of nonsense syllables has several advantages. First,

they are the most oominon stimuli of studies of verbal learn-

ing; thus results of a study using nonsense-syllable stimuli

are readily comparable to many other studies of verbal learn-

ing. Second, they have been calibrated for association

value, thus obviating the need of a preliininary study for

such a purpose. Third, they are not in the normal repertoire

of college ^s and, for this reason, amount of experience with

them tends to be equal at the start of the experiment.

Finally, their lengths and composition in terras of vowels and

consonants are the same. The use of these syllables and the

paired-associates technique had the further advantage of per-

mitting specification of the strengths of associations for

individual Ss directly rather than by means of inferences

from group norms.

In the area of verbal paired associates learning,

Shepard and Fogelsonger describe five experiments exploring

the effects of compounds of many sorts. lunong them are the

convergent, divergent aiid associated-nonassociated compounds

selected for the present study because of their pertinence

to the problem of verbal context.

Unfortunately, none of Shepard and Fogelsonger' s experi-

ments is free from one or more methodolOf^;ical shortcomings.

In any one experiment, at most only three Ss were used, and

these Ss not only varied widely in experience as experimental

Ss, but also often served in several experiments with no
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controls for order- sequence effects. Even if tests of the

statistical significance of differences had been done, which

they were not, 3hepard and Pogelsonger' s experiinents would

not have been interpretable due to these coiifoundings.

Consequently, the experiment reported here was designed

as a more carefully controlled attack on problems of the

effects of nonsense-syllable compounds involving convergent,

divergent and associated-nonassociated stiiiaulus-response

relationships.

Although the -Jhepard and Fogelsonger method precluded

reliable information, their results are suggestive. 3o, too,

are the results of some 40 other studies of the effects of

stimulus compounds. These studies, ranging across many situ-

ations—discrimination learning; word associations; classical

conditioning of salivation, finger withdrawal, the knee jerk,

the galvanic skin response (GSR); semantic differentiation,

etc.—do not have sufficient similarity to paired-associates

learning to constitute (even all together) a trustworthy

basis for predictions. In addition, the information provided

In nearly a third of them is incouiplete in that data for re-

sponses to all the elements were not presented. However,

whenever possible, these findings along with those of Shepard

and Fogelsonger are drawn upon as some empirical rationale

for predictions of the orders of effects of convergent, di-

vergent and associated-nonassociated compounds and of various

control conditions.
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In order to develop these predictions, the convergent,

divergent and associated-nonassociated compounds are de-

scribed briefly, as are the control conditions. Predictions

of the orders of response speed, recall and learning laeasures

are then made for the experimental compounds and for control

conditions.

Experimental Coci^^ounds and Control Conditions

The following description of the experimental compounds

and control conditions may be clearer if reference is aiade to

Appendix A, which presents the pairs of associates used in

the training and test lists for each condition, and to Appen-

dix D which presents a sample of the materials for an indi-

vidual S,

For convergent compounds, associations are established

experimentally between each of two or more stimuli (e.g.,

FAB, LIQ) which are presented separately and the same re-

sponse (e.g., liOM). The two stiu.uli are then presented

simultaneously. For divergent compounds, associations are

established experimentally between each one of two or more

stimuli (e.g., FAB, LIvi) and each one of two or more re-

sponses (e.g., ROM for hl^, and JKL for FAB). These stimuli

are then presented simultaneously. For associated-nonasso-

ciated compounds, an association is established experiment-

ally between a stimulus (e.g., FAB) and a response (e.g.,

ROM). This stimulus is then presented in a stimulus compound
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(e.g.. FA3 LI4) in which the other stlfnulus or atiiuull (i.l^)

hHd not been exi>erin9ntally aasoolated with the resporiSG

(nOH),

la cpatially or tefaporally sequential stlrauli such as

LIvi PAB—and written or apoken words are typloally se^uea-

tittl—order of the stlwulus elesaents In the sequence aiay be

an Influential variable (Howes i 08;j;oo<l, 1954; Rusgrave,

1958). Consequently, the stiraull of each of the three kinds

of oofflpound appeared la both order«. For ooriveuienoe, the

two orders for each kind of compound are desit;iiated I and II.

^3eoau3© order has a different basis in oouver&eut, divergent

and aBsooiated-nonasooolated oocapouuds, this fdotor coimot

be rej^apded as orthogonal to kind of coiapound.

In addition to the aix ooinbinatlonB of kind of oorapound

and order within eaoh—Convergent X, Convergent II, Divertsent

I, Divergent II, ftssociated-rionaaaociated I, '^-saociated-Mon-

associated II--four control conditionis were used: Continued

Singles, Mew Sii:i<^l«a, Mew Doubles I, and New Doubles II. In

the Continued Sln^gleis condition, the single syllables of the

tralninij phase were the stimuli of the test phase. For the

lf»if Singles and both New Doubles conditions, the test stimuli

were the same as those used in the test aeries for all other

conditlo-is, but these stimuli had not appeared duriJi^ the

training phase.

Testing on Continued Singles permits comparisons between

oonpounds ^nd elements ooiaposif*^ the compounds. Because
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performance decrements are often obtained on the first post-

criterion trial (Underwood. 1957), it was necessary to use a

separate control group for these comparisons, rather than

using speeds of responses to the critical training stimuli

on the last pre- test trials of the experimental groups. The

New Singles and New Doubles conditions were controls for

effects of such factors as familiarization with the mode of

presentation of the stimuli and experience with the paired-

associates technique.

Predictions

The response measures of the test trials were speed of

responses to the first stimulus of the test list, number of

correct responses on the first two test or recall trials, and

number of correct responses on the last two test or learning

trials. These measures were not expected to be highly inter-

correlated within combinations of kind of compound and order

or within control conditions. Accordingly, in most cases,

separate predictions were made for each measure.

The first set of predictions compared convergent, diver-

gent, and asaooiated-nonassociated compounds with each other.

In connection with the last two of these compounds, predic-

tions were made in regard to order. The second set of pre-

dictions concerned convergent, associated-nonassociated and

divergent compounds, each compared separately with continued

or new singles or new doubles. Then presented is the final
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set which summarizes comparisons among all combinations and

controls.

Convergent . Diver/iient and Associated-

Nonassociated Compounds Compared ..ith ij:ach Other

Grings and O'Donnell (1956) report that amplitudes of

GSRs to compounds composed of two elements, both of which

had been paired with shock, exceeded those to compounds com-

posed of one element which had been paired with shock, and a

second element which was presented for the first time on the

test trial. In turn, amplitudes of GSRs to the latter com-

pound exceeded those to compounds composed of one element

which had been paired with shock and one which had been pre-

sented previously but had not been reinforced. Shepard and

Fogelsonger compared convergent, associated-nonassociated

awid divergent stimulus compounds for latencies and for re-

call. For latencies, the rank-order of these relationships

was the same as the rank-order of amplitudes of GSRs: the

convergent compounds were faster than the associated-nonasso-

ciated compounds, which were faster than the divergent com-

pounds. For recall, however, although convergent compounds

produced the most correct responses, divergent compounds

elicited more correct responses than did associated-nonasso-

ciated compounds. The reason for this reversal in ranks may

be that Shepard and Fogelsonger scored either of the re-

sponses trained to the elements of the divergent compounds

as correct. Responses not so trained and failures to respond



were scored as Incorrect.

On the basis of these data, the predicted order of de-

creasing speeds was convergent, associated-nonassociated,

divergent compounds. But, because Shepard and Fogelsonger'

s

scoring technique was to be used, the predicted order for

recall was convergent, divergent, and associated-nonassoci-

ated compounds.

There are no reported comparisons of learning with the

three kinds of compounds. Since essentially perfect recall

of the response of convergent compounds was expected, no

learning was expected. General principles of conflict are

applicable to the prediction of learning with divergent and

associated-nonassociated compounds. Unlike recall, learning

uses only one of the responses originally learned to the

elements of the divergent compounds. It was considered pos-

sible that the conflict between this response and the other

response, which had been equally trained, but which during

the test series was incorrect, would be sufficiently «i,reater

than the conflict among responses to associated-nonassociated

compounds to lead to more rapid learning with associated-non-

associated compounds. For this reason, as well as in view of

data concerning amplitudes of GSHs and latency, decreasing

numbers of correct responses during learning were predicted

for convergent, associated-nonassociated and divergent com-

pounds.

Because the syllable nearest the response is apparently
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th« More influential (HoKea a Osgood, 1954; .1uagrav«, 1957),

fa«ter learning was expected for divergent II than for Diver-

gent I. However, since order should not effect amount of

oonfllct, ;;lvergent I and Divergent II were not expected to

differ with respect to speed or recall measurea,

For associated*nonassooiated oosapounds, the strength of

the associated relationship should be 4;reater than the

strength of relationships Involving nonassooiated eletaents.

It was predicted, therefore, that Associated-Nouassociated II

would have faster speeds and more correct responses during

recall and learning than Associated-Monassooiated I.

Convenient . fiverscent , and Associated-

Slonassoclated Compounds Each Compared >lth Control a

Convergent . Latencies of responses to convergent con-

pounds nearly twice as long as latencies of responses to

elements of such compounds separately have been reported

(3hepard & Fogelsonger, 1913). Brown (1915) found reading

speed for color names, each typed on the color named, slight-

ly slower than speed for nai&es alone.

Shepard and Fogelsohe^er found no difference between con-

vergent ooifipounds and the elements alone in percentages of

responses recalled correctly. Fan (1926), however, found

that oofflpounds which included a context word "logically re-

lated to the response" proc'iuoed better recall than did atim-

ull which did not include such a context word, aiigiht classi-

cal conditioning studies Indicate that responses to convergent
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compounds are of greater amplitude than responses to their

elements (Pavlov, 192?; Evans, 193O; .endt, 1930; Garvey,

1932; HUgard. 1933; Hull, 19^0; brings 4 O'Donnell. 1956;

and Grin^js, 1957).

These findings, disregarding^ differences in situations,

suggest the possible occurrence of slower speeds on at least

the first or first few test trials, equal or better recall

and equal or faster learning of responses to convergent cors-

po'onds thaji of respoiises to continued singles. Because of

non-specific transfer and associations established during the

training phase, convergent compounds were expected to yield

faster speeds and more correct responses on the learning

trials than new singles and new doubles.

Diver;cent . The stimulus-response relationships of di-

vergent compounds are those more commonly referred to as

conflict. With such compounds, latencies of both motor re-

sponses (e.g., Hovland & Sears, 1938; Sears Hovland, 19^1)

and verbal responses (Greenfeld, 1957) increase markedly over

those for responses to the elements separately.

Even though both responses learned to the single sylla-

bles of divergent compounds are scored as correct, Shepard

and Pogelsonger found that divergent compounds elicited fewer

correct responses than the elements presented separately.

Whether blocking, compromise Siid double reactions (Hovland &

Sears, 1938; Sears & Hovland, 19^1) were also scored was not

indicated. No data on the learning of one or the other of
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the two responses have been reported.

Available findings led to the prediction that on the

recall trial, relative to continued singles, divergent com-

pounds would exhibit slower speeds and would elicit fewer

occurrences of the two responses. With this initial disad-

vantage, it was expected that learning might be as slow for

the divergent compounds as for either new singles or new

doubles (Besoh & Heynolds, 1958; Spiker & Holton, 1958).

Assoc iated-Nonassociated . V»'ith respect to compounds

involving associated-nonassociated relationships, Pavlov

(1927) and more recent experimenters (e.g., Gagne, 1941) have

investigated the effects of introducing an alien stimulus

into either training or extinction phases of classical con-

ditioning. Introduction of such a stimuli durin.g training

temporarily reduces response strength (external inhibition);

their introduction during extinction increases response

strength (disinhibition) • Presentation of an associated-

nonassociated compound for the test phase resembles presen-

tation of an alien stimulus during the training phase of

classical conditioning. Accordingly, performance impairment

would be anticipated. Orings and O'Donnell found that the

amplitude of GoHs to combinations of reinforced and novel

stimuli was less than the amplitude of GSHs to the reinforced

elements alone on the last acquisition trials. Later, how-

ever, Grings (1957) obtained a probably insignificant dif-

ference in the reverse direction.
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Using an interpolation formula derived from Estes and

Burke (1953), in conjunction with an assumption that one half

the elements in a nonassociated stimulus are conditioned to

the response, Jchoeffler (1956) predicted probability of re-

sponse for an associated-nonassociated compound in which the

probability of the response to the associated stimulus ap-

proached 1.00. The obtained value was essentially the same

as the predicted value of .75, thus suggesting that asaoci-

ated-nonassociated compounds are less effective in eliciting

responses than the associated stimulus alone.

When a nonassociated stimulus was paired with an associ-

ated stimulus, latencies lengthened (Shepard & Pogelsonger,

1913). Confirming Shepard and Pogelsonger ' s results for re-

call, Lashley (1938) found that introduction of an associated

stimulus into the stimulus compound caused percent of correct

choices in a discrimination situation to fall. Ho data on

learning have been reported.

The expectations based on these findings were that asso-

ciated-nonassociated compounds would have slower speeds, and

would produce fewer correct responses on the recall trial and

slower learning throughout the test phase than continued

singles. Since only one of the t\io elements of the associ-

ated-nonassociated compound is a "new" element, while the

other is correctly associated, it was predicted that these

compounds would have faster speeds and more correct responses

on recall and learning trials than new singles or new doubles.
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All Lixperlmental Compounds and Controls

The preoedin- predictions for each of the combinations

of kind of compound and order relative to each other and to

control conditions are here presented as part of over-all

predictions for speed, recall and learning measures. Com-

parisons among control conditions are also considered.

Two main types of comparison can be made between the

control conditions: continued versus new, and singles versus

doubles. All that is known of learning curves predicts

faster speeds, better recall, and faster learning with con-

tinued singles than with either new singles or new doubles.

However, the direction of differences between new singles

and new doubles is less obvious. In simple reaction time

situations, latencies of responses to compound stimuli are

as short, or shorter, than those obtained with the most

effective of the elements (Dunlop Wells, 1910; Todd, 1912;

and Jenkins, 1926). However, the paired-associates task has

a discrimination aspect. And, on the assumption that number

of relevant or irrelevant dimensions is functionally equiva-

lent to number of elements, disjunctive or discriminative

reaction times are apparently direct functions of the number

of elements in stimulus compounds (Archer, 195^; Gregg, 195^;

Hodge, 1958). Further, latencies of responses to all of

Shepard and Fogelsonger • s compounds were longer than those

to single elements.

More responses were recalled correctly with continued
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singles than with continued doubles (Shepard ^ Pogelsonger,

1913). With respect to trials to criterion, Miller (1939)

found fewer pairings were required with compound visual-aural

stimuli than with either the visual or the aural stimulus

element alone. In serial anticipation learning, however,

number of trials with visual-aural stimuli and with visual

stimuli alone did not differ {Pessin, 1932).

Again on the basis of the discrimination aspect of

paired-associates learning, findings of some discrimination

studies may be pertinent. Using elements from different

stimulus modalities, iilnlnger (1952) found that monkeys

reached criterion faster with compounds than with their ele-

ments. Also with monkeys, although compounds involving color

proved no aiore discriminable than color as a single element,

compounds Involving form and shape as elements were more dis-

criminable than either form or shape (Harlow, 19^5; Heyer &

Harlow, 19^1-9; Warren Karlow, 1952; Varren, 1953). Restle's

(1959) human os reached criterion in fewer trials with com-

pounds composed of uiiimodal elements than with the elements

separately.

These findings suggested that both continued and new

siui^les would have faster speeds and elicit more correct re-

sponses on recall trials than new doubles. However, it was

considered possible that there would be no difference iu the

learning of responses to new singles and new doubles, or even

faster learning with the latter.
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In eumraary, for response speeds on the recall trials for

all 10 experluiental and control conditions, the predicted

order of decreasing values was: Continued Singles > Conver-

gent I = Convergent II > Associated-Nonassociated II > Asso-

ciated-Nonas sociated I > Divergent I = Divergent II > iJew

Singles ^ liQyi Doubles I = New Doubles II. On subsequent

trials, it was expected that this order would be preserved,

perhaps until asymptotic levels were reached.

L'umber of responses correct on the recall trials were

expected to fall in the order: Convergent I = Convergent II >

Continued Singles > Divergent I = Divergent II > Associated-

Noaassooiated II > i\ssociated-iionassociated I > New Singles >

New Doubles I = IJew Doubles II. Except for possible intru-

sions from the training lists, no correct responses were

anticipated for new singles and both new doubles conditions.

Finally, the order for decreasing numbers of correct

responses during the learning trials was expected to be:

Convergent I =- Convergent II > Continued Singles > i^issoci-

ated-Noiiassociated II > Associated-Nonassociated I > Diver-

gent II > Divergent I > New Doubles I = New Doubles II >

New Siiigles.
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METHOD

Subjects

Seventy- two undergraduate women were tested individually,

being assigned as they appeared to two groups of four meabers

each to serve in the two Mew Doubles conditions, and ei^jht

groups of eight members each to serve in the eight other con-

ditions. Forty-eight additional 3s were tested but discarded

because of failure to meet one or more of three criteria of

performance on the single-syllable stirjuli of the training

lists. These criteria are described in the section on pro-

cedure.

Apparatus

The paired-associates were presented by raising the left

and right shutters of a small window in a screen in front of

a memory druni. The shutters were raised by means of sole-

noids, the activation of which was controlled by an elec-

trically-driven cam arrangement. Raising; the shutter on the

left exposed the stimulus member of each pair alone for 2 sec.

This shutter remained up during the 2 adaitional sec. during

which raising the shutter on the right had exposed the re-

sponse member of eaoh pair. The inter-pair interval was 4

sec.

The drum could be moved horizontally along its axle so

that the paired-associates of any one of several lists could

be exposed through the window of the screen. The sat
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behind the screen and drum; the front-face of the presenta-

tion window was observed through a periscope.

Latency of responses was obtained by me-:ins of a Ger-

brand's electronic voice key and a Hunter Klookounter.

Haising the left shutter, which exposed the stimulus, acti-

vated the voice key and throuj^h the voice key. the Klockount-

er. Eaoh ^ held a ball microphone slightly ia front of her

mouth. Begirminii- to say the first letter of the response,

acting through the voice key, stopped the Klockounter.

Paired-Associates

Forty nonsense syllables, selected frora Olaze's (1928)

list of syllables with high association values (lOO.o and 93%)

were used to construct 20 training lists and eight test lists.

The four stimulus syllables and two response syllables which

were presented for association in each training list had low

similarity, in terms of letter duplication. These six syl-

lables shared neither initial nor final consonants. As there

were six syllables and only five vowels available, the "o" in

the response syllable ROM was repeated in the stimulus syl-

lable DOZ, but these two syllables never appeared as associ-

ates. The 32 syllables which were presented only once each

perforce contained letters, particularly vowels, which dupli-

cated those of the associated syllables. In order that test

lists for all conditions would contain the same syllables,

different conditions had different training lists.

Selection of the nonsense syllables and construction of
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training and test lists were based on findings from several

preliminary studies. Because Ss stopped the Klockounter by

spelling the response syllables into a microphone, it was

necessary to find syllables with initial first letters which

were equally effective in activating the voice key. In addi-

tion, stimulus-response pairs were equated for ease of

learning.

In the first of the preliminary studies, training lists

which included double-syllable stimuli, as well as tradi-

tional single-syllable stimuli, proved unexpectedly difficult.

Lists composed of eight single stimuli and eight compound

stimuli paired with four single-syllable responses could not

be learned in a 50 rain, period. Consequently, successive re-

ductions were made in the number of stimuli and responses

until four single stimuli and two responses remained. To

further reduce the difficulty of the task, each of these four

paired-associates were presented six times apiece before any

compound stimuli were introduced. In addition, it proved

desirable to instruct the 3s that there were only two re-

sponse syllables, and to repeat throughout the instructions

what these two syllables were.

The eight test lists used in the main experiment con-

sisted of a single pair of associates presented four consecu-

tive times. Two stimulus syllables (FAB and LI^^) and two re-

sponse syllables (ROM and JEL) were used for these lists.

For the Continued Singles and New Singles conditions each
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stimulus syllable was paired with each of the response syl-

lables, making four different test lists: (1) FAB HOM,

(2) Lli^ ROM. (3) PAB JEL, and (4) LI'^ JEL. For all other

conditions, the two stimulus syllables appeared as a com-

pound stimulus. Both possible orders of the two stimulus

syllables were used in the ooiapounds, and each order was

paired with each response, thus making an additional four

test lists: (1) Ll4 FAB ROM, (2) FAB Liq HOM, (3) LI'^ PAB

JEL, and (4) FAB LIvi JEL,

Each of the eight test lists was paired with one of the

20 training lists. These pairings counterbalanced the occur-

rence of particular stimulus syllables with particular re-

sponse syllables. In addition, as the Convergent and Diver-

gent training lists differed in the order of presentation of

paired-associates, analogues of both these types of lists

were employed in the other six conditions, thus counter-

balancing for type of list.

Each training and test list combination consisted of 120

stimulus-response pairs. Appendix D presents, as a sample of

such a combination, the stimulus materials for a 3 in the

Convergent I condition. The materials were arranged on the

drum in five lists of 2k pairs each. After the first list of

2k was presented, the drum was moved along the axle and

rotated to the starting position for presentation of the next

list of 2k and so on. The first of the five lists was made

up entirely of six presentations of each of the four single-
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syllable stimuli and its appropriate response syllable. The
order of these paired-a^sociates units was randomized.

The second list contained two-syllable stimuli in addi-

tion to the sin,vle-syllable stimuli of the first list. For

the two-syllable stimuli, each of the four original single

syllables was paired with new stimulus syllables each of

which appeared but once in the course of the experiment.

The new syllables were selected and assigned to positions in

the training lists by the use of a table of random numbers,

with the stipulation that the new syllables should precede

and follow each original syllable an equal number of times

to insure experience with finding an associated syllable in

either first or second position. In this and subsequent

lists, 32 of these new syllables were introduced, eight dif-

ferent ones with each of the four original stimuli. The

corapound stimuli thus formed constituted associated-nonasso-

ciated compounds. They were used to prevent establishment

of a "set-for-Bin^le-stimuli" by providin^i experience with

compound stimuli. Also, they accustomed Ss to responding to

stimulus compounds end to responding with only the two re-

sponses of the learning task.

In addition to the two-syllable stimuli, the second list

introduced another departure from the simple single-syllable

paired-associates of the first list: on certain trials, the

stimulus syllable or compound of two syllables was followed

by a blank instead of a response syllable. Thus, in case a
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1 had not respouded before the opening of the second shutter,

the blank provided an additional 2 sec. for responding with-

out any prompt as to what the correct response should be.

In this way, os were pi-epared to respond durin^^ the k sec.

response period of the critical first test trial, which pre-

sented the stiifiuluis followed by a blank. The use of a 2 sec.

interval on the first test trial seemed unwise in the face of

evidence from preliminary studies that this was insufficient

time for anticipatory responses under Divergent, i^'ew Doubles

and New Singles conditions. The second list of 24 paired-

associates thus contained: (a) eight compound stimuli, each

of which consisted of one of the original four stimuli plus

a new syllable followed by the response appropriate to the

original stimulus syllable; (b) three repetitions of each of

the four original stimuli, each follov^ed by its response

syllable; and (c) one presentation of each of the four orig-

inal stimuli, each followed by a blank. The first and second

lists were considered preliminary practice in that none of

the criteria used to measure learning during the training

trials was based on performance for these two lists.

The third list of 24 itCLis, like the first list, pre-

sented the four original stimuli six times each, followed by

their responses. The pairs were arranged in random order in

the list. The fourth list consisted of: (a) the original

four stimuli presented singly two times each, followed by

their responses; (b) the original four stimuli presented
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singly once each, followed by bUmks; (c) the original stim-
uli paired with new syllables twice each, followed by the

response appropriate to the original stimulus syllable; and
(d) the original stimuli paired with new syllables once each,

followed by blanks.

The fifth and final list began with 18 training paired-

associates and ended with four test paired-associates. The

training items were: (a) the original four stimulus syllables

each followed by its response syllable; (b) the original four

stiiTiulus syllables each followed by a blank; (c) the original

four paired with new stimulus syllables, with these compounds

followed by the responses appropriate to the original stimu-

lus syllables; (d) the original four paired with new stimulus

syllables and followed by blanks. The stimuli of the test

list were single-syllable stimuli for the New Singles and

Continued Singles conditions, and two- syllable compounds for

the remaining eight conditions. The first test stimulus was

followed by a blank. The other three test stimuli were

followed by the syllables for responses designated correct

by E.

Procedure

The Ss were run in eight successive cycles, in each of

which one S was run in each of the eight conditions other

than New Doubles I and II. For the latter conditions, as

there were only four Ss in each, one ^ was run in each of

these conditions in every other cycle, with this restriction
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on the occurrence of conditions, the 5^ different combina-

tions of training lists and test lists (72 combinations in

all) were assigned to a schedule sheet with the aid of a

table of random numbers. Appropriate lists for the scheduled

conditions were attached to the drum prior to the appearance

of the S,

Each S was seated in front of the apparatus, asked to

hold the microphone close to her mouth and to speak the word

"Hello" when each shutter opened. This procedure was ex-

plained to S as necessary for adjusting the apparatus for

her individual voice, and permitted coaching her in speaking

loudly and clearly and in responding twice on every trial.

g was seated behind the apparatus and out of sight. After

being read the instructions (Appendix B), 3 practiced with

the five training lists. The final list, as mentioned above,

ended with four successive presentations of the particular

compound stimulus or, in the case of the New Singles and

Continued Singles conditions, the single-syllable stimulus

which constituted the test stimulus. No new instructions or

other comments preceded the presentation of the test list.

On the first occurrence of the test stimulus, no response

member was presented. Thus, on the first test trial, as the

test stimulus was presented alone for 4 sec, it was possible

to measure latencies up to 4 sec. rather than up to 2 sec.

On the second occurrence of the test stimulus, the nonsense

syllable for the correct response was exposed after 2 sec.
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by the opening- of the second snutter. rhese first two test

trials were, in effect, recall trials. The third and fourth

test trials, following the presentation of the correct re-

sponse on the second trial, were learning trials. The non.

sense syllable for the correct response was also presented

on each of these trials.

Following completion of each S's participation, her per-

fonaance was evaluated on the basis of three criteria:

(a) correct responses on the last two presentations of each

of the critical training syllables— i.e. , the syllables which

in the Convergent and Divergent conditions were paired to-

gether as compound stimuli in the test list, or the corre-

sponding stimuli in the training lists of the other condi-

tions; (b) on the last occurrence of the two critical syl-

lables, response latencies should be within ,300 sec. of each

other; (c) an equal number of correct responses, plus or

minus one response, for the 11 times each appeared in the

last three lists. The first of these criteria was included

to insure that Ss had actually learned the correct responses

to the critical syllables before entering the test phase.

The second and third criteria were of particular impor-

tance in the Divergent, or conflict, condition, as they were

designed to insure that responses to the two syllables were

at equal or near-equal strength, thus guarding against the

possibility that choice of response reflected nothing more

than differential strengths. To equate selectivity through
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couditlons. these two criteria were applied not only to the

Divergent but to all other conditions as well. In connection

with the third criterion it was assumed from the preliminary

studies that the numbers of correct responses would be fairly

stable across conditions. However, it was decided that any

numbers of correct responses which deviated from the numbers

of correct responses for the majority of Ss, even if equal

between the two critical syllables, would be sufficient cause

for replacing a 3. If the performance of any S did not meet

these criteria, her protocol was discarded and the next 3 to

appear was assi(;ned to the same condition.

Response Measures

To obtain the response latencies, which were transformed

to response speeds, the opening of the shutter which revealed

the stiidulus syllable or syllables activated a voice key and

"Klockounter. " l/hen 3 spoke, the voice key stopped the

"Klockounter. " Thus, the recorded interval was from onset

of the stimulus to onset of the response. Eesponse speed was

the reciprocal of this recorded interval. Speeds were re-

corded for both correct and incorrect vocal responses on all

four test trials; the discrimination in terms of correctness

was only for recall and learning measures.

The recall measure was based on responses to the stimuli

of the first two test trials. Response syllables which vjere

correct during the training phase were scored correct for the

recall trials; those which were incorrect were scored
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Incorrect. Thus, for the Convergent, Assoclated-Nonassoci-

ated, and Continued Singles conditions, one of the two re-

sponse syllables was correct, the other incorrect; but for

the Divergent, New Singles and Ilew Doubles conditions, both

response syllables were correct. Reproduction of the correct

response was Judged adequate if all three letters of the syl-

lable vjere spoken in the correct order prior to the opening

of the shutter which revealed the response member of the

paired-associates. If, prior to such reproouction of the

correct response, 3 spelled all or pert of the incorrect re-

sponse, such blends were recorded but scored as correct.

Responses to the stimuli of the third and fourth test

trials were the basis of the learning measures: (a) number

of correct responses, and (b) speed of response. As the re-

sponse designated correct by E had been presented on the

opening of the second shutter at the end of the second test

trial, only one response was scored correct for the third

and fourth trials for all conditions, whereas both responses

had been scored correct on the first and second test trials

for the Divergent, New Singles and New Doubles conditions.



RESULTS

Training Trials

The single syllables whloh were to appear in the test

compounds appeared in the last three training trials 11

times. Ss of all groups responded correctly to these sylla-

bles either 10 or 11 times. Pifty-eight 3s responded cor-

rectly to each syllable 11 times; 1'4 responded to one sylla-

ble 11 times and to the other 10 times.

Speeds on the last training trial for each of the single

syllables which were to appear in the test compounds were

averaged. Means and SDs for these syllables on these Cri-

terion Trials for all 10 conditions are presented in Table 1.

An analysis of variance (Table 2) indicated that there were

no differences among conditions at the end of the training

trials.

Rank-order correlations between means of speeds on Cri-

terion Trials and means of speeds for the first, second,

third and fourth test trials were .658 (£ =* .02), .6kQ (£ «

.02), .^06 (£ <.05), and .576 (£ « .04), respectively. Be-

cause of the nonsignificant P for differences among condi-

tions and because the values of the rhos were neither high

nor markedly significant, covariance adjustment of test

scores was not considered necessary.

Test Trials

Speeds . Means and SDs of speeds for each of the four
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Table 2

Analysis of Variance of Mean Speeds for Crltioal Syllable

on Criterion Trials for All Conditions

Source df HS F

Conditions ^ .012

Error 62 .022

Total 71
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test trials for all ten conditions are presented in Table 1;

the means are plotted in Fig. i. a Hartley test for horaoge-

neity of variance = 21.25; k « 40, n = 8) approached sig.

nificancei accordin^i to an extrapolation of the table sup.

plied by Walker find Lev (1953). When the smaller of the un-

equal ns (n = k) was used, the P was not sijinlficant. On

these grounds, the variances were considered homogeneous.

The Ps for Conditions, Trials, and Trials X Conditions

were significant at less than .001 (Table 3). 3eoause of the

significant interaction variance, separate analyses of vari-

ance were carried out for each trial. Hartley tests indi-

cated homogeneity of variance for Trial One (P = 4.75; k =

10; n « 8), for Trial Two (P = 5.64; k - 10; n - 8), and for

Trial Pour (P = 9.44; k = 10; n 8). ?or Trial Three, the

P was 13.25, which for n * 8, the larger of the unequal ns,

is significant (.01 < £ < .05), but falls far short of the

44.6 necessary for significance at the .05 level for n = 4,

the smaller of the unequal ns. On the whole, it was con-

cluded that homogeneity of variance could be assumed for all

trials.

Differences among Conditions (Table 4) were significant

for Trials One (£ <.001), Two (£ < .001) and Three (£ <.01)

but not for Trial Pour.

Duncan range tests for Trial One (Table 5) indicated

that there were no significant differences between orders for

any condition, nor among the Convergent, Divergent and
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Table 3

Analysis of Variance of Speeds on the Four Test Trials

Source ^ M P

Between Ss

Conditions (C) 9 ,k2l 5.01*

Error 62 .084

Within 3s

Trials (T) 3 .11,97 19.88*

T X C 27 .068 2.72*

Error 186 .025

» £ - .001
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Associated-Nonassociated conditions.

Continued Singles, the fastest condition, differed sig-

nificantly from Associated-.Jonassociated I, Associated-Non-

associated II, and Divergent I ^ .05). and from the three

slowest conditions. New Singles, New Doubles I and New

Doubles II, which did not differ amoii^ themselves (£ < .01).

Mew Doubles II, the slowest condition, differed from Diver-

gent I, Divergent II, Associated-Nonassociated I, Associated-

Nonassociated II, Convergent I, Convergent II, imd Continued

Singles (£ < ,01). New Doubles I, the second slowest condi-

tion, differed from Associated-l^ona»,sociated II and Divergent

I (2 < .05), and from Divergent II, Convergent I and Conver-

gent II, Associated-Ronassociated I and Continued Sin^^les

(2 <^ .01). New Singles, the third slowest condition, dif-

fered from Divergent I, Associated-Nonassociated I, and

Associated-Nonassociated II (£ < .05), and from Divergent II,

Convergent I, Convergent II, and Continued Singles (£ < .01).

For Trial Two (Table 6), the Duncan range test again

showed that there were no significant differences betv/een

orders for any condition. However, on this trial, differ-

ences between several experimental conditions occurred.

Divergent I differed significantly from Convergeiit II (£ <

•01), Associated-Nonassociated I (£ < .05) and Associated-

Nonassociated II (£ < .05). In addition. Continued Singles

differed from Divergent II (£ = .05) and from New Singles,

Divergent I, New Doubles I and .New Doubles II (£ = .01).
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New Singles differed not only from Continued Singles, but

also from Convergent II (£ < .01), Associated-Nonassociated I

(£ < *05), and Associated-Nonassociated II (£ < ,05). New

Doubles II differed from Continued Singles and Convergent II

(£ = .01), and from the two Associated-Nonassociated condi-

tions (£ = .05). New Doubles I differed from Continued

Singles, Convergent II, Associated-Nonassociated I and II

(£ = .01), and also from Convergent I and Divergent II (£ =

.05).

Fewer pairs of means differed significantly on Trial

Three (Table 7). Orders did not differ from each other for

any condition. Both Divergent conditions differed from Con-

vergent II (Divergent I, £ < .05; Divergent II, £ < .01).

Divergent II differed from each of the Associated-Nonassoci-

ated conditions (£ = .05). Comparisons between experimental

and control conditions and among control conditions show that

Divergent I and II differed from Continued Singles (£ = .01),

Convergent II differed from New Doubles I (£ = .05), and Con-

tinued Singles differed from New Doubles (£ = .05).

An analysis of variance was done for each condition

separately to investigate the effects of order and of trials

(Tables 8 and 9). In no case was order a significant vari-

able. However, significant increases in speeds occurred

under Associated-Nonassociated, New Doubles, and New Singles

conditions.

Number Correct on Recall Trials. For the Convergent,
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Table 8

Analyses of Variance of Speeds on the Four Test Trials with

Order I and II of oacn Experimental Condition

Source

Condition

4^ Convergent TM ±. Associated-Divergent
Nonassociated

MS AS

Between Ss 15

Order (0) I

Error 14

Within 3s

Trials (T) 3

T X 0 3

Error ^2

.052

.080

.051 1.11

.039

.046

.053

.096

.005

.093

.062 2.38 .083 5.93*

.053 2.04 .011

.026 .014

£ « .005
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Table 9

Analyses of Variance of Speeds on the Pour Test Trials

for each Control Condition

Condition Source in MS P

Between Ss

Order (0) 1 .009

Error 0 A Jl A

New Doubles V/ithin Ss

Trials (T) 3 .^35 33.^6**

T X 0 3 .010 -

liirror 18 .013

Trials (T) 3 .368 15.33**

New Singles Ss 7 .089 3.71*

T X Ss 21 .02i^

Continued
Singles

Trials (T)

Ss

T X Ss

3

7

21

.004

.085

.015

5.67**

* £ = .01

* £ = .001
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Asaociated-Nonassociated and Continued Singles conditions,

which had only one response syllable designated as correct,

all 38 responded correctly on the first two test trials. One

S in the Associated-Nonassociated II condition on the first

trial said "J-R-O-M," a blend of the first letter of JiZL with

the syllable ROM; but by the criteria set for correct re-

sponses, this was scored as correct.

For the Divergent, New Doubles and New Singles condi-

tions either response was scored as correct on the recall

trials. Tables 10 and 11 present the syllables which were

said on all four trials for these conditions. All Ss in the

two Divergent conditions spelled a syllable on each of the

four trials. However, one 3 in Divergent I on the second

trial responded after the opening of the second shutter had

revealed the correct response and, hence, her response was

marked incorrect. On the first trial one S in the Divergent

I condition said "J-R-O-M," and one 3 in the Divergent II

condition said "J-K-R-O-M." Both were scored correct.

For the New Doubles and New Singles conditions, not all

3s spelled a syllable on each trial. In the New Doubles I

condition, one 3 made no response on either recall trial. In

the New Doubles II condition, two Ss failed to respond on the

first trial. One 3 in the New Singles condition made no re-

sponse on the first trial and waited to read the response

syllable on the second; these responses were scored incorrect.

Number Correct on Learning Trials . On the third and
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fourth test trials, a^^ain all Ss in the Convergent, Assocl-

ated-Nonassociated and Continued Singles conditions responded

with the correct syllable on each trial. For the other con-

ditions there was a single response designated correct on

these trials, as the correct syllable had been presented with

the opening of the second shutter at the end of the second

test trial. All Ss in the New Doubles and New Singles condi-

tions responded with the correct syllable on the third and

fourth trials. Thus, all of these Ss responded correctly

after one exposure of the correct response. Three 3s in the

Divergent I condition responded with the incorrect syllable

on the third test trial, but all responded correctly on the

fourth test trial. One S in the Divergent II condition re-

sponded with the incorrect syllable on both the third and

fourth trials. On the third trial another 3 responded only

after the second shutter had opened; this response was scored

incorrect.
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DISCUSSION

Training Trials

One objective of the prelliiiinary experimentation was

construction of training lists and development of a training

procedure which assured comparable performance levels among

experimental and control conditions prior to initiation of

the test trials. That such homogeneity of performance levels

had been achieved was indicated by the almost identical num-

bers of correct responses for each condition during the last

11 presentations of each of the critical training stimuli and

by the very low F for differences among conditions with re-

spect to response speeds on the last two presentations of the

critical training stimuli.

Test Trials

The second objective of the preliminary experioientation

was lists and a procedure which assured not only that Ss made

some overt vocalization within 4 sec. after the presentation

of the compounds on the first test trial but also that only

one or the other of the two training responses occurred on

that and subsequent test trials. With the exception of four

failures to respond on the first test trial and four failures

to respond on the three later trials, all Ss responded with

one or the other of the two training; responses or with, in

three oases, blends of the two training responses. The
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results for the test trials are discussed first in terms of

corapound stimuli, then verbal context.

Stimulus Compounds

S^^eed, In the main, the rank-orders of experimental

and control conditions for speed were those which had been

predicted. Table 12 indicates that individual conditions

deviated from the predicted rank orders by only one or two

rank-order positions. A comparison between the observed and

predicted positions of a sini^le condition on a sinj^le test

trial may be made by following the line which Joins these

two positions on Table 12, A number of the predicted dif-

ferences among subsets of conditions and between specific

pairs of conditions were not significant. On the first test

trial, Divergent II had been predicted to rank after the two

Associated-Nonassociated conditions, and the latter had been

predicted in reverse order. Otherwise, conditions were in

the predicted order. Lack of significant differences between

the experimental compounds on this trial was probably due to

the training procedure which had accustomed S to making

rapid, correct responses. It is possible that on the first

test trial, Ss in the Convergent and iJivergent conditions may

have fixated one or the other of the two syllables, found it

familiar, and began to respond to it before fixating the

other syllable and finding that syllable also farailiar.

On the second test trial, the two Associated-Nonassoci-

ated conditions, in addition to being in reverse order, were
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faster than Gonver,-ent I rattier than slower as predicted.

Also, Divergent I was predicted to be faster, not slower than

New Singles, The wider spread of means of the experltjental

ooBpounds on this second trial raay have reflected t^s' dis-

covery that both syllables were faiailiar.

On Trial Three, for the first tiiae, the Associated-Non-

associated conditions were In the predicted order, whereas,

ths two Divergent conditions reversed, thus departing from

prediction. In addition, -lew oin^^les and .New ioubles II both

exceeded the speed of the i>ivergent conditions. Thus, new

stimulus-response associations were easier to learn than

associations which involved negative transfer.

On the last trial. New Singles again aoved higher in the

rank-ordering, iiaprovlng faster than either New troubles con-

dition. This aay be a further indication of the difficulty

of learning asaooiations with compound stiauli relative to

that with single stiauli.

Hecall . No incorrect response occurred on the first two

trials with the two Convergent conditions and the Continued

Singles condition. In addition, no incorrect responses

occurred with Assooiated-Honassociated I, and Assooiated-I^on-

atsoolated II yielded a less perfect recall only in that one

^ began to spall the incorrect response and then corrected

herself before the 2-seo. interval anticipation had elapsed.

With the Hew Singles, and two Ne*^ Doubles conditions, sorae 3s

failed to respond and others responded incorrectly. On the
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whole, therefore, these results were those which had been

predicted.

Learning, Number of correct responses on the learning

trials did not prove sufficiently sensitive to test the pre-

dicted rank-order. Perfect scores were raade for both learn-

ing trials by the 3s of all conditions except Divergent I and

Divergent II.

Overall Pattern . The pattern of results for speed, re-

call and learning measures suggests that the Convergent con-

dition lowered performance relative to the Continued Singles

condition. Although no difference on any particular test

trial was significant, the trends were separate across all

four trials. The poorer performance with the Convergent com-

pounds may have been due to a longer time required to look at

and perhaps to read two-syllable stimuli and/or to dissimi-

larity between presentation of one nonsense syllable alone

and presentation of that syllable simultaneously with another

nonsense syllable. Ss had had experience with each of the

test syllables presented with another syllable but their

trainirig had not included presentation of the test syllables

with another syllable to which a response had been associated

experimentally. Clearly, however, the Convergent associa-

tions did not summate to yield faster speeds than the Con-

tinued Singles,

The Associated-Nonassociated conditions also resulted

in consistently poorer performance than Continued Jingles.

.1
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Although there is some evidence that the Associated-Nonasso-

ciated condition did not produce response speeds quite as

fast as those for the Convergent conditions, the differences

were slight. Possibly, presentation of Associated-Nonasso-

ciated compounds duriri- training had accustoraed 3s to quick

selection of the associated syllable and iamediate disre^^ard

of the nonassociated syllable. In the introduction of a

novel stimulus element, the introduction £er so may be novel,

the element may be novel, or both. With the procedure fol-

lowed here, the introduction of a novel element was no longer

completely novel, nor was doubleness, as such. However, the

nonassociated element of the first test atiaulus was novel in

that it had not been presented previously in the experimental

situation. Presumably, then, the novelty of tiiis element was

chiefly responsible for the differences between the Associ-

ated-Nonassociated conditions and the Continued Sin^^les and

Convergent conditions. The prediction of faster speeds and

better recall for Associated-Nonassociated II than for Asso-

ciated-Nonassociated I was not supported.

On the first two trials, response speeds and numbers of

correct responses for the Hew Singles and Mew Doubles condi-

tions, with one exception, were lower than speeds and correct

responses for the other conditions. However, by the last two

trials these differences had been narrowed or eliminated.

Speeds on the first test trial did not fall as low for the

New Singles condition as for the Hew Doubles, and the slope
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of the learning curve was steeper for the New Singles. These

results, added to those of the preliminary studies concerning

the difficulty of two-syllable stimuli compared with one-

syllable stimuli, suggest the desirability of enlarging

available information concerning the difficulty of multi-

element stimuli, the possible interaction of number of stimu-

lus elements with length of list, and so on.

Results for the Divergent conditions form a pattern

which differs sharply and in several ways both from the ap-

parently asymptotic speeds of the Continued Singles condition

and from the pattern of increasing speeds which characterized

the other seven conditions. The responses of Ss in this con-

dition showed vacillation, providing instances not only of

response blends but also of response alternation from trial

to trial even after the correct response had been presented.

Both Divergent conditions produced slower speeds than the

Continued Singles condition on all four test trials. With

only three exceptions, all comparisons with the Continued

Singles condition were significant. In general, the i>iver-

gent conditions also produced slower speeds than any other

experimental condition across the test trials, and, after the

first trial, the response speeds were almost as slow or

slower than those for the New Singles and iJew Doubles condi-

tions. Thus, predictions concerning the rank-ordering of the

Divergent groups in relation to other conditions were sup-

ported. However, the prediction that Divergent II would
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produce better performances than Divergent I on the learning

trials was not supported.

Andreas (1958) has suggested that conflict studies have

failed to control for changes from single stimuli on the

training trials to double stimuli on the test trials which

could account for performance decrements in terms of primary

stimulus generalization rather than in terms of "conflict."

His ovm procedure eliminated such changes by using only

double stimuli during training. In the present study, where

comparisons with Continued Singles were to be made, this pro-

cedure could not be used. Instead, practice with double

stimuli was provided by inclusion of associated-nonassociated

stimuli during training. Assessment of the effect of double-

ness versus singleness was provided for by inclusion of New

Doubles conditions in addition to a New Singles condition.

Also, and perhaps most importantly, the Convergent conditions

served as a control for stimulus change. Such a control

would seem desirable for future studies of conflict where any

slower speeds for Convergent conditions than for Continued

Singles conditions would be interpreted as possibly due to

primary stimulus generalization and any slower speeds for

Divergent conditions than Convergent conditions would be

interpreted as due to conflict.

Verhal Context

In their verbal context experiments, iiowes and Osgood,

Jenkins and Gofer, and Musgrave used familiar words as
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stimuli. Such words differ from the nonsense-syllable stim-

uli of the present experiment in having associations with

more than one response word. Consequently, word compounds

often cannot be classified as one of the three types of com-

pounds constructed as limiting cases for the present study.

V/ith words, it is easier to obtain fairly pure cases of

divergent compounds than of convergent, for even synonyms do

not have completely overlapping response hierarchies. Fre-

quently, word compounds involve both convergent-divergent

relationships with the latter predomixiant, which may account

for the fact that word-association data contain more cases

of interference than of facilitation. The adjective-noun

compounds of Jenkins and Gofer probably involved both con-

vergent and divergent relationships—i.e. , their adjectives

were appropriate modifiers of their nouns, yet it is doubt-

ful that the response hierarchies of these words overlapped

extensively. Similarly, Howes and Osgood's "strongly asso-

ciated" context words may have had response hierarchies

which contained other strongly associated words than those

which they considered.

Also, Howes and Osgood's compounds containing "neutral"

context words, and ?^usgrave*s containing "zero-association"

context words are difficult to classify as either divergent

or associated-nonassociated. ;iesolution of the problem may

be made in terms of strength of association between the con-

text word and competing response words. Thus, if a context
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word, in addition to having ao association with the response

typically elicited by the test word, has a strong primary

association of its owi, the compound of context and test

words would be called divergent. If, on the other hand, a

context word is weakly associated with the words of its own

response hierarchy in addition to those of the test word's

hierarchy, the oorapound would be called associated-nonasso-

ciated. To establish a cut-off point on the dimension of

strent-^th of word-word association which would permit classi-

fication of the more ambiguous cases, more empirical infor-

mation than now exists would be required. However, gross

differences in association strength are readily judged.

With results of the present study concerning the effects

of compounds in the sin^sle-response case to serve as a base-

line, the next step toward an explaiiation of verbal context

phenomena is to use the paired-associates technique to estab-

lish nonsense-syllable response hierarchies. That this can

be done has been shown by Sugarman and Gobs (1959). Hier-

archies of responses to stimuli involving various amounts and

kinds of overlap should be formed to represent the various

situations of verbal context studies. Stiuiull with such re-

sponse hierarchies could then be combined to form compounds

which could explore with great precision the role prior

associations play in producing context effects.
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3UHMARX

The present stud/ was concerned with the effects on

resiDonse speed, recall, and learning of three kinds of non-

sense-syllable compounds: (a) Convergent compounds composed

of two syllables each of which had been associated with the

aarne response; (b) Divergent compounds, composed of two syl-

lables each of which had been associated with a different

response; and (c) Associated-Wonassociated compounds, com-

posed of one syllable which had been associated with a re-

sponse and one which had not been presented during training.

Although this experiment was suggested by investigations of

the effects of verbal context on word associations, studies

concerning a wide variety of compound stimuli, many of them

non-verbal in nature, were used to make predictions concern-

ing the three response measures. In general, the predicted

rank order from best to poorest performance of Convergent,

Associated-Nonassociated and Divergent was obtained. How-

ever, some predicted differences were not significant and,

in some instances, the observed rank order differed in

several details from that predicted.

A paired-associates procedure was used with 72 under-

graduate women as to establish associations between the

single stimulus syllables which were to comprise the com-

pounds and one of two response syllables. The two-sylleble

compounds, formed by placing the syllables in both possible
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orders (called I aiid II), were then presented for two recall

trials and two learnin- trials. Continued Singles, New

Singles and New Doublos conditions were used as controls.

All experimental compound conditions were slower on the

first test trial than Continued Singles; the two Aseociated-

fionassociated and the Divergent I conditions were signifi-

cantly slower. In addition, all experimental compound con-

ditions were significantly faster on the first test trial

than the New Singles or New Doubles conditions. Although

differences amon^s the experimental compound conditions were

not significant, the rank-or-der of decreasing response speeds

for the Convergent, Associated-Nonassociated, Livergent con-

ditions was that which had been predicted.

On t?ie remaining three test trials. Continued Singles

did not improve, suggesting that asymptotic speeds had been

reached. In contrast, speeds for the two Associated-Non-

associated conditions improved significantly, as did those

for the New Singles and New Doubles conditions. Speeds for

the Convergent conditions also improved but not significantly.

Only the two Divergent conditions did not exliibit either

stable behavior or reasonably steady improvement. Instead,

speeds fell on the second recall trial, markedly for Diver-

gent I, moderately for Divergent II. After the second trial,

when the presentation of the correct response syllable might

have been supposed to resolve conflict, speeds fell sharply

for Divergent II on Trial Three. By Trial Four, speeds had
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improved for both Divergent conditions but were stiU slower

than those of other conditions, thus suggesting the continued

presence of conflict.

All in the Continued Singles, Gunver-ent, and Asso-

ciated-Nonassociated conditions responded on the first two

test trials with correct responses. One S in the Divergent,

three in the Mew Doubles, and one in the New Singles condi-

tions either waited too long to respond or made no resijonse

at all.

On the two learninti trials, only the Divergent condi-

tions produced any errors.

Compound stimuli for paired-associates learning were

thus demonstrated to have effects on response speed, recall

and learnin-j measures of several kinds, depending on the

nature of the stimulus-response associations of the com-

pounds. These findings were discussed in relation to stimu-

lus compounds and verbal context. It was coiicluded that

these results concerning single response hierarchies could

be used as baselines in research involving multi-word hier-

archies for more i^recise studies of verbal context effects.
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Materials

CONVERGENT

TRAINING

TEST
ORDER I:

ORDER II

TR/ilNING

TEST

ORDER I:

ORDER II:

s E s R
LIQ ROM
FAB ROM PAB JEL
cus JEL DAM
DOZ JEL DOZ ROM

a S R
ROM Ll(^ FAB JEL

FAB T.T'J TTITJEL

DIVERGENT

S R s R
LIQ iiOH LIQ JEL
FAB JUL PAB ROM

ROM CUS ROM
DOZ JEL DOZ JEL

s R S R
LI4 FAB ROM LI'ai FAB JEL
FAB LIv^ JEL FAB LI^ ROM

FAB Li;i ROM FAB L14 JEL
hm PAB je:l Llii PAB ROM

ASSOClA TED-W0NA3S0CIATED

(LIKE CONVERGENT) (LIKE DIVERGENT)

TRAINING

TEST

ORDER I:

ORDER II:

s R S S R S R

TEX ROM TEX JEL TEX ROM Ll^ci ROM
PAB ROM PAB JEL PAB JEL NAV JEL
CUS JEL CUS ROM CUS ROM CUS ROM
DOZ JEL DOZ ROM DOZ JEL DOZ JEL

hlQ, ROM Li;^ JEL TEX JEL LI^ JEL
NAV ROM NAV JEL FAB ROM Ni^V ROM
CUS JEL CUS ROM CUS ROM CUS ROM
DOZ JEL DOZ ROM DOZ JEL DOZ JEL

S R S R

I: LIvi PAB ROM Ll^ FAB JEL
FAB Ll^

LIk FAB
FAB Ll^i

ROM

ROM
ROM

FAB LI4 JEL

LI^. FAB JEL
FAB Li:i JEL
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TRAINING

TEST

TRAINING

CONTINUED SINGLES

(LIKE CONVERGENT) (LIKE DIVERGENT)

Lli
PAB
cus
DOZ

R

ROM
ROM
JEL
JEL

3 R
LI^ JEL
PAB JEL
CUS ROM
uOZ ROM

S

LIvi
PAB
Ll^i
PAB

s R S R
LI^ ROH Lli^i JEL
PAB JEL PAB ROM
CUS ROM GUi: ROM
JJOZ JEL DOZ JEL

H
ROM
ROM
JEL
JEL

MEW SINGLES AND NEW DOUBLES

(LIKE CONVERGENT) (LIKE DIVERGENT)

NEW SINGLES TEST

NEW DOUBLES TEST

s R S R S R S
TEX aoi^i TEX JEL TEX ROM TEX
NAV ROM NAV JEL NAV JEL NAV
CUS JEL CUS ROM CUS ROM CUS
DOZ JEL DOZ ROM DOZ JEL DOZ

S R

LIQ ROM

TEST
PAB ROM
LI^ JEL
PAB JEL

TEST

S R S B
I: LIVi PAB ROM LI«i PAB JEL

R

ROM

ORDER II: FAB LI^l ROM FAB Ll^ JEL
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APPENDIX B

Instructions

This study is concerned with how fast you can learn

pairs of nonsense syllables. Pairs of syllables will be

presented over and over until you know which one goes with

which.

The window in front of you is closed by a left shutter

and a right shutter. When the study begins the left shutter

will go up and expose a nonsense syllable or pair of sylla-

bles. Shortly thereafter, the shutter on your right will go

up and expose another single nonsense syllable. The right-

hand syllables are two in number: R-O-M and J-E-L. They

will always appear singly. lour task will be to learn which

of these two syllables regularly goes with a particular syl-

lable or syllables on the left.

When the left shutter goes up exposing a syllable or

pair of syllables, you are to anticipate what the syllable

on the right will be—either J-E-L or R-O-M. You are to in-

dicate what the right-hand syllable will be by spelling it

out before it is exposed by the raising of the right-hand

shutter. Spell out the syllable you expect to appear on the

right loudly and distinctly . Don't pronounce it. Then when

the syllable is exposed by the raising of the right shutter,

whether or not you anticipated it correctly, spell out the

revealed syllable. In other words, each time you are to
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spell twice, beginning with the very first syllable.

When you see the syllable or syllables on the left

^^^^ys anticipate the syllable on the right by spelling out

that anticipated syllable. While your anticipations may not

always be correct, you can learn most effectively by always

anticipating, iiven if the syllables look unfamiliar, be

sure to respond before the right-hand shutter opens. Be

sure to say either H-O-H or J-E-L, and learn as soon as you

can which one goes with the syllables on your left.

On certain trials, the right-hand shutter will open re-

vealing a blank instead of a syllable. Thus, on these trials

you will have no check as to what the correct response should

be, and, of course, you cannot read a syllable as there will

be nothing there to read. Instead of reading, repeat what

you said before the second shutter opened. In case you have

not already responded when the second shutter opens, use the

extra time provided by the blank to make a guess and then

repeat it. After one or more blank trials, the opening of

the right-hand shutter will again reveal the correct re-

sponse. Do not assume that the trial following a blank trial

will also be blank. It may contain a response syllable which

it is your task to anticipate correctly. Therefore, proceed

on every trial as instructed. That is, when you have seen

the syllable or syllables on the left-hand side, try to spell

the correct response syllable--R-0-M or J-E-L--before the

opening of the right-hand shutter and spell twice just as
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you said "Hello" twice.

Do you have any questions?

liemeraber, when the left-hand shutter goes up you will

see either one syllable or two syllables. lou are then to

say loudly either J-^-L or H-O-M. The right-hand shutter

will then go up and you will see the correct syllable:

either R-O-M or J-E-L. Spell out the one you see. Each of

the syllables or pairs of syllables on the left will be

regularly followed by one of the two response syllables. It

is your task to learn which of the two response syllables

goes with each of the syllables on the left. You are to re-

spond twice on every trial, beginning with the very first

trial, as soon as the left-hand shutter goes up and you have

a chance to see the first left-hand syllable or syllables,

O.K. Let's begin.



APPENDIX C

Speeds for Individual

Trial One

Convergent Divergent

TL JtJn • V/l
AC .838
CL .771
EK 1.210
AC 1.133
sJ\i

NY 1.0^2
MR

. oyo

XX. ijjf

OR 1.028
ES .9^9

. 007

KiR 7ft6

HJ 1.102
RH .99^

New Doubles

I DP .5^7
JC .i^85

RN .516
MR .250

II JW .250
JJ .250
3H .599
CM .51^

II

1

SD
JU
UK
MH
PM
GS
GC
AB

BK
OA

GL
BK
JW
JW
CD

.769

.7^5

.715

.766

.75^
1.046
.997
.793

1.012
.978
.856
.503

1.111
1.2^3
.481

1.030

New Singles

JB
£W
J»

m
BB
CB
FG

.550

.628

.599

.622

.552

.250

.492

.809

II

Associated
Nonassociated

s

DS 1.031
SG 1.015
CB .693
JM .705
JMcK .761
AH 1.168
SN .865
KG .700

BS .853
MB .991
AK .592
EC .757
JL 1.251
NO .829
CG .657
PH .871

Continued
Singles

BM 1.267
CC 1.003
BL .982
GG 1.081
BJ 1.474
BW 1.200
HF 1.050
JC .978
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Speeds for Individual (continued)

Trial Two

Associated
Converp;ent Diver/^ent Nonassociated

1 I S

I BM .995 I SD .796 I DS 1.10^
AC .758 JT .694 SG 1.107
CL .8^9 NK .559 CB .823
EK .971 MH .316 JM
AC .906 PM .860 JMcK 1.016

1.076 as .493 AR 1.175
NX .895 GO .995 SN .620
NR .804 AH .794 kC .874

II DP 1.069 II BK .865 II BS .777
GR 1.052 CA .843 MB 1.212
li^S .923 SP .943 AK .798
HJ .696 CO. .584 £C .841
BO .806 BK .776 JL 1.127
KR 1.310 JW .990 MO .996
HJ 1.453 JW 1.094 GG .865
HH 1.000 CD 1.036 PH .901

Continued
New Doubles New 3in/3:les Sin^2:les

I DP .734 JB .966 BM 1.197
JC .699 SW .958 CC .900
HN .701 JM .511 BL 1.068
MK .250 BO .783 GG 1.158

DW .728 BJ 1.293
II JW .749 BB .301 BW .702

JJ .486 CS .527 HP 1.184
BH .665 pa .940 JC 1.121
on .720
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Speeds for Individual 33 (continued)

Trial Three

Associated
Converf?:ent Divergent Nona«3

S s

BM .980 I SD .694 I DS 1.112
AC .841 JT .621 SO .868
CL .941 NK .516 CB .955
EK .946 MH .971 JM 1.003
AC .858 PM 1.070 JMcK .997
DU 1.017 as .957 AH 1.335
NY 1.021 GC 1.071 3N .744
NR .991 AB .827 KC .969

DP .991 11 M .748 II as .953
GR 1.103 OA .951 MB 1.362
£3 1.242 SP .956 AK 1.091
HJ .717 QL .599 EC 1.001
BO .953 BK .758 JL 1.023
KH 1.317 JW 1.069 MO 1.006
HJ 1.190 JW .346 CG .755
BH 1.305 00 .729 PH .951

Continued
New Doubles New Sin;2:les Sin>2;les

I DP .829 JB 1.048 BM 1.119
JC .881 SW 1.003 CC .973
RN .794 JM .773 BL 1.067
MH .730 BO .970 OG 1.079

m 1.006 BJ 1.547
II JW .871 BB 1.096 3W 1.107

JJ .877 CB .433 HP 1.096
BH .961 m 1.199 JC 1.012
CM .997
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Speeds for Individual Ss (continued)

Trial Pour

- . Associated-
Convergent Divergent Nonassociated

S

I BM 1.168 I
AC 1.338
CL 1.005
EK 1.162
AC 1.111
DU .807
NY 1.092
NB .881

II DP .591 II
GR . 9^2
ES 1.136
AJ .926
BO . 722
KR 1.267
HJ 1.430
liH 1.280

3l

SD .884 I DS 1.047
JT .789 SG 1.222
NK .744 CB .779
HH 1.129 JM 1.173
W! 1.072 JMoK .936
as .819 AR 1.160
oc 1.144 SN 1.165
AB .758 KC .877

BK 1.172 II BS .747
CA 1.112 MB 1.288
SF .961 AK .937
OL .700 EC .812
£R .686 JL 1.375
JW 1.321 MO .903
JW .734 CG .805
CD .809 PH .970

Continued
New Doubles New Sin^<les Sin^2:les

I DP 1.165 JB .881 m 1.028
JC .814 £W 1.265 cc .863
RN .868 JM .940 HL 1.009
MR .884 BO .981 GG 1.016

DW 1.053 BJ 1.388
II JW .814 BB 1.144 BM 1.061

JJ 1.039 CB .802 HP 1.243
BH .972 PO 1.183 JG 1.302
CM .929
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Speeds for Individual Ss (continued)

Criterion Trial

II

ConYerp:ent

BM
AC
a
EK
AC
DU
NY
NR

DP
GR
tiS

HJ
BO
KH
HJ
RH

1.022
1.305
.970

1.189
1.1^^9
1.18^^

1.138
.978

.969
1.218
1.016
1.118
.896

1.23^
I.3O8
1.196

II

Divergent

SD
JTmm
m
as
ac

m
CA
SP
OL
m

.990

.823

.901
1.113
1.146
1.210
1.081
1.006

1.216
1.326
1.116
.756

1.138
1.173
1.144
.884

II

Associated-
Nonassociated

3

DS 1.212
SG 1.210
CB 1.061
JM 1.043

JMcK .983
AR 1.199
SH 1.076
KC 1.048

BS 1.152m 1.418
AK .992
EC .822
JL 1.283
MO 1.118
CG .882
PH .919

Continued

II

New Doubles New Singles Singles

DP 1.020 JB 1.077 BH 1.187
JC 1.014 1.075 CG .909
RN .963 JN 1.338 BL 1.013
MR .874 BO 1.098 GG 1.077m .996 BJ 1.206
JW .914 BB 1.086 BW .973
JJ 1.004 CR 1.014 HP 1.000
BH 1.149 PO 1.002 JC 1.051
CM 1.057
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Sample Training and Test Lists for An Individual 3ubject

Convergent I

\j\J O DOZ WAT* JEL CUS JEL

CUS JEL PAB ROM
OHM SOC* LIQ ROM DOZ JEL

nun FAB ROM LI4 ROM

DOZ CUS JEL
T TCi nun CUb JEL DOZ JEL

DOZ W I ii 1 nOn PAB ROM

FAB ROM nuri T T ' ILIQ

DOZ JEL PAR OUo JEL

CUS JEL DOZwu JFT. nUM

FAB ROM CUSw \J w T Tn nOn

BOM DOZ JEL

LI(4 ROM

p* X*ROM LIQ ROM FAB ROM

nOH JIN* DOZ JEL CUS JEL

JEL FAB DOZ JEL

ROM LIQ ROM PAB ROM

PAB ROM LIM* PAB ROM DOZ JEL

DOZ JEL DOZ JEL LIQ ROM

CUS JEL CUS JEL CUS JEL

LIQ ROM LIQ JAZ* ROM LI^ ROM

DOZ JEL DOZ JEL PAB ROM

FAB ROM LIQ DOZ JEL

CUS JEL CUS PAC* JEL CUS JEL

Syllable which was used only once
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Sample Training and Test i^ists for An Individual S (continued)

Goaverf^ent I

DOZ JEL BAL* CUS JEL

CUS BEC» JEL DOZ RAC*

PUP* DOZ JEL CUS

FAB ROM HON* PAB ROM

CUS JEL PES* LIQ ROM

Liq ROM DOZ

PAB KEN* ROM PAB HOL*

TIC* CUS CUS MAK*

DOZ VIP* JEL VIS* DOZ JEL

LICi SUT* ROM LIQ

LOV* PAB WEV* PAB ROM

SAB* HQ ROM HIL* CUS JEL

CUS LIQ BUR* ROM

DOZ PAB

LIQ DUG* LIQ

CUS HOB* JEL DOZ BAS* JEL

FAB ROM PAB ROM

LIQ NOV* LIQ ROM

PAB VIN* ROM DOZ JEL

DOZ JEL CUS JEL

PAB LIQ PAB

LIQ LIQ PAB ROM

CUS JEL LIQ PAB ROM

GUL» DOZ LIQ PAB ROM
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